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BACH: WTC I
Don Freund, p

Navona 5869 [2CD] 111 minutes

This is one of the most unusual recordings of

Well-Tempered Clavier I’ve ever reviewed. Fre-

und is a composer with a long and distin-

guished career; since 1992 he’s been at Indiana

University. I’ve always found that composers

who perform have some of the most interest-

ing things to say about the music, even if their

technique doesn’t have the razor-sharp

panache and consistency that a virtuoso can

boast. That’s what we have on this release.

For instance, Freund cannot quite manage

the quicksilver speed of the Prelude in G, but

goes right ahead and attempts it anyway, no

doubt because he believes in the rightness of

the tempo. Other pieces that are just as diffi-

cult—such as the A-major and A-minor

fugues—sound just fine, though. At every turn

I sense that he has played this music for many,

many years and understands it better than

most people do. His tempos are always plausi-

ble and often perfect; the moderate, flowing

tempo for the F-sharp minor fugue convinces

me in spite of myself, and the lively tempo of

the G-sharp minor fugue brings out that

piece’s Vivaldi-like elan. (With most keyboard

players, unfortunately, the fugue becomes a

tortured dirge.)

He plays without pedal, except certain

moments where he uses the sostenuto pedal to

add an octave to a bass pedal point or sustain

the bass to allow him to play another line in

octaves and mimic a harpsichord or organ

with 4-foot stops. He doesn’t, as some pianists

do, emphasize the fugal subject at the expense

of the other voices, and as a result he graceful-

ly reveals the polyphonic texture of the music.

Perhaps best of all, he’s not afraid to linger on

a phrase or suddenly change tempo (faster or

slower)—not to create a kind of meaningless,

mannered rubato, but rather to illuminate

something important about the music’s com-

positional design: the music breathes with

purpose.

I’d prefer a more spacious acoustic, which

might have been accomplished in the post-

recording engineering and mastering, but the

performance is completely satisfying neverthe-

less. The release includes a DVD where Freund

presents lessons on compositional aspects and

performances of the first four preludes and

fugues; his website includes more of this mate-

rial.

HASKINS

BANKS: Siren; Still Waters; Blade; Wild Pil-
grimage; The Oracle; City of Gold

Prague Philharmonic/ Paul Englishby

Naxos 572986—52 minutes

Tony Banks is the founder of the rock band

Genesis and a new convert to classical music

as well. This is crossover, a hybrid of pop

music gestures, film music harmonies, and

effective 19th Century retro symphonic writ-

ing. This is his second recording for Naxos.

These six symphonic songs are full of open-

hearted melody and glamorous orchestration,

predictable and not very innovative but very

easy to take. Particularly pleasing is The
Oracle, a serene bit of tunefulness that has har-

monies, harps, and woodwind writing that

sound a bit like early Delius.

The orchestra has a big, brassy sound, with

lush strings for the soupier lyrical moments—

and there are plenty of those. Martin Robert-

son’s alto sax solos in Siren and Charlie Siem’s

violin in Blade are smooth and stylish.

SULLIVAN

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra; Music for
Strings, Percussion, & Celesta

Baltimore Symphony/ Marin Alsop

Naxos 572486—67 minutes

If you are seeking full, rich, and warm sound-

ing Bartok, with glorious string tone, look no

further than this beautifully played, Western-

ized performance of the Concerto for Orches-

tra. What hits you first is that string tone,

which is rich, dark, and full-bodied. The inter-

pretation is full-textured and mostly moderate

(never really slow) in tempo. While it lacks the

Hungarian color and spice that Bartok injected

into the music, it has a point of view and is not

just a sound bath. Right from the opening,

which is slow, creepy, and smooth—including

the trumpet entrance, which is so smooth that

the last note is barely articulated—everything

flows richly, like a broad river, including the

well-rounded brass fugue.

Listening to II, it was obvious that the Bal-

timore woodwinds were selected for, among

other virtues, their clear warm sounds. Their

duets are well balanced and clearly defined,

with only the oboes injecting a touch of bite in

their articulations (which is a good thing even

if they are on their own in doing so). Even the

muted trumpets keep things rounded. The

brass chorale is gorgeous. The last section is

extraordinarily graceful—perhaps too much so

(but only if you think there is such a thing as

too much elegance).

The opening to III is beautifully spooky,

with excellent work from the winds. An unex-

pected touch occurs about halfway through:

given the overall smoothness of Alsop’s


